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ABSTRACT 
The target 01 tbis research is to study theoretically and experimcntaUy tbe performance of 

spot cooling of • tractor ubiael including. single interoJ heal source (tested body) by using 
vortex tube..la tbe tbeoretical study, tbe cabinet is cooled from the roof by ODe port ud constant 
wall temperature for lower aDd side walls. The effect 0( inlet .Itd o.Uet air ports poeitioos in tbe 
cabinet is considered.Moreover,lbe inOutoce nrvari_, th, inlet cold air velocity to cabiDet from 
~.7 to 12.5 mIs, inlet cold air temperature to cabinet (rom 282.1 to 29'7.3 K, inlet air pressure to 
vortex tube from 1 to 6 bar, cold fraction of vortel. (ube from 29.6 to 78.9 and the uc"lmede~ 
number from 12.55 to 617.84 in tbe presence of II belli source with. COOSUlitt bealflul. of 120 
W/mz is abo studied. In this work ,FLUENT 6.3.26 package is used ill Numerical study. The 
package solved the steady 2-D compressible viscous now. Various spot cooling geometries are 
applied. Specific conditions for eacb case are defined, aud the computational fluid dynamics is 
provided for tbrte different groups. Twelve CIiSes of 10C81 iolet and outlet porb. The calculations 
au performed (or veutilaUon errectiveness rador (VEF) which is ranging from 0.58 to 1.29. Tbe 
best position for tbe Inlet locations is found io the up righl of roof and the outlet locations in tbe 
.p of &eft side. To validate the ideal case., au eJpermiutal test rig bas ben desigoed and 
CODstrdCted with the Bclll.1 dimensions of the trador cabineL The esperminb are aimed out 
witb the same conditions the of ideal case. The compuison of t.e eIperimeatal d.ta for tb.t of 
the best position of the inlet port with the theoretical rC3ulb gives a satisfactory agreement. 

Keywords: Spot cooling, vortex tube, ventilation systems. 

INTRODUCTION 
Spot cooling is a method of cooling 

within a large area. In operation, spot 
cooling is an extremely efficient means of 
humM comfort, processes, and equipment 
because it directs a localized stream of cool 
air exactly where it is needed. Spot cooling 
can be provided by radiation (decreasing 
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the m.ean radiant temperature), by convection 
(increasing the air velocity), or by a 
combination of the two methods. The previous 
investigations have been focused On the efTect 
of spot cooling for cooling processor in 
enclosure subjected to prescribed temperature 
and prescribed wall heat flux. However, a very 
limited amount of research work has been 
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carried out on momentum and energy 
transfer in a partially open enclosure to the 
ambient air. Skye etal. [I], studied 
experimentally and numerically the 
commercial vortex tube. Their model 
accurately predicted the maximum power 
separftt10n operation point with respect to 
the cold fraction. Tanda et.a!. [2J, studied 
experimentally the heat transfer from a 
vertical isothermal plate mounted inside a 
cabinet with lateml openings. Their results 
indicated the heat transfer rates from the 
plate turned out to be significantly influ
enced by the geometric, and thermal 
parameters investigated. Saidi et. aJ., [3] 
studied experimentally the effective 
parameters on energy separation in the 
vortex tube. They concluded that the cold 
air temperature difference increases by 
increasing the inlet pressure, meanwhile 
there is an optimum efficiency at a specific 
inlet pressure and energy separation which 
decreases in the presence of moisture in the 
inlet flow. Benbella (4], .,udied 
experimentally the process of energy 
separation and friction losses in a vortex 
tube. Their results demonstrated that, with 
increaseing cold IUr mass ratio up to 0.82, 
the hot exit air temperature increases and 
then decreases, while with increasing of 
cold air mass ratio up to OJ, the cold exit 
air temperature decreases then increases. 
Hensen et.al,(S] presented an evaluation of 
the perfonnance of displacement systems 
in offices in terms ofthcnnal energy. They 
concluded that the application of 8 

displacement system in typical offices is 
only recommended when the casual gains 
are relatively low (up to 30 W/ml). Dais 
and Persily, [6] presented 11: comparison of 
outdoor air ventilation measurement 
techniques: tracer gas decay measurements 
of whole-building air change rates, the 
detennination of air change rates based on 
peak carbon dioxi~e concentrations, the 
detennination of percent outdoor air intake 
using tracer gas, and direct airflow mte 

measurements within the air handling system. 
They concluded that, 10 obtain a complete 
understanding of ventilation system 
performance, a combination of these methods 
must be considered and a certain investment of 
resources is required. Andrew et.al , [7] studied 
the effect of air supply diffuser type and 
exhaust location in a typical animal research 
laboratory. Their results showed that low-level 
exhausts produce higher temperatures in Ihe 
room and cages, but the best in-cage ventilation 
(lowest C02 concentrations) compared with 
ceiling or high level exhausts. Karimipanah 
et.al, [8] studied experimentally and through 
CFD simulations the full-size classroom with 
real loads. The measured wall temperatures 
have been used as boundary conditions for Ihe 
ern simulations. Predicted and measured 
quantities are: air velocity. air temperature. 
ventilation effectiveness and local mean age of 
air. Cullen etal,{9) presented results of a 
comparative air quality and energy analysis 
between the displacement ventilation system 
and a conventional dilution ventilation system. 
Their analysis indicated that displacement 
ventilation not only provides a high indoor air 
quality but also can be engineered to operate 
with minimum energy consumption and CO2 

emissions. Awbi et.al,[ 10J presented theoretical 
and experimental comparison of four different 
ventilation systems. They reported that 
impinging jet is capable of achieving better air 
distribution in the space than the other systems 
(mixing, wall displacement and noor 
displacement) particularly at higher heat loads. 
Lee et. ai, [II] studied the effect of temperature 
differences between the wall and supply air by 
a comparison of experimental results fC?r 
factorial combinations of two Reynold numbers 
and six Archimedes numbers. Their analyses 
showed a di stinct differences In the 
contaminant distributions within the room 
among the them,al and flow conditions. 
Semenyuk [12], studied the achievements in 
developing multj~stage thennoelectric coolers 
(TEes) for spot cooling and high power 
extremely localized elec.tronic. flis theor~ etical 
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estimations and experimental study are 
undertaken to prove the feasibility and high 
attainable perfonnance of such TEes. 
Novel multi-stage micro modules with TE 
legs length down to 0.2 mm hav ing 
enhanced cooling capacity and increased 
temperature difference's. Agonafer et 
al. ,[13] studied experimentally the thermal 
resistance of a heat s ink when placed in a 
variety of enclosures. The mass flow rate in 
the outlet region of the fin and the flow exit 
region is displayed, Based on the findin gs, 
air flow blocking means was provided in 
order to redirect the flow and insure that 
appropriate air fl ow is provided to hot spot 
regions. He studied the possibility of 
creating spot cooling using thermoelectric 
microcoo lers. An analytical model and a 
numerica l scheme are developed [0 

investigate the steady-state coo ling 
surrounding microcooJers. T hey studied the 
effect of geometry, thenna'i and electrical 
contact resistances, and the spreading heat 
resistance on spot coo ling. Karimi et.a!. 
[14], studied theoretically and 
experimentally the thennal interactions 
among an automobile passenger, the cabin 
environment, and a heated/ventilated seat 
The model took into account the efTect of 
heating and ventilation Lhrough the seat on 
the local and overall thennal responses. II 
was fOlUld that low-power electric heating 
pads installed on the seat cushion and 
backrest greatly reduced the time needed to 
attain thermal comfort to the passenger in 
the contact areas which in tum enhanced 
overaU thermal sensations. Karim i et.a!' 
[1 5), studied the thermo-physica l model of 
dynamic interactions between an 
automobile dri ver and a heated seat. They 
concluded that the effect o f driver's weight 
on the thermal resistances of the dri ver's
seat contact areas is insignificant. 

This paper presents a spot cooling of 
cabinet with Constant heat source (Iested 

body) by vort ex . tube. The effect of inlet and 
ourlet ports positions, cold fraction of vortex 
tube, Archimedes number Ar, input pressure, 
and ambient temperature on spot cooling of 
cabinet are studied. Twelve cases of inlet port 
place on roof and exhaust port place were 
investigated to find the best location: 

HIE EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG 
The details of the experimental test rig is shown 
in Fig. (1). It consists of a reciprocating 
compressor ( 1) which compresses air to a 
storage lank . II is driven by an electric-motor 
having an output power of 3 kW. The air nows 
from the tank to a the flow meter (4) through a 
fl exi ble tube, Another flexible tube is connected 
from the now meter to the vortex lube (5) in 
top of the cabinet (9). The cabinet IS 

man ufactured with the actual dimensions of' the 
tractor cabinet. It is made of steel. glass and 
wood materia ls . The tested body (6) which 
simulated the driver body. is made as a circular 
cy linder of a length 1.25 m and 40 cm diameter. 
The healing element (I k W) has a cylindrical 
shape, 6 mm diameter and J m length and the 
input power is controlled by a voltage 
trans[onner (variac) ( 15) and an ammeter ( J 4). 
The cold a ir from vortex tube flows into the 
cabinet 

Ten themH)CnupJcs, J-I ypc (8) arc fixell 
o n the cylindrical wall to measure its average 
temperature. Also, four thermocouples arc 
fixed on different points inside the cabinet to 
measure its average temperature. 

For determination the air mass flow rate, 
the flowmeter (4) model (Dwyer-VFC- J2J-EC-
5" Scale) is used, Also for determination of the 
temperatures in this experiment, the 
temperature indicator (13) model (Emko-ESM 
-4430) (48x48mm) is used to detect the 
measunng value of temperature,The 
temperature of the exhaust air is measu red by 
using a: thermocouple. 
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Fig. (I) Schematic diagram of the experimental test rig 

EXPERJMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experimental program ca." be 

dividing into two parts as follows : 
I· Experimental study of vortex tube 

performance. 
2- Experimental study of spot cooling by 

vortex tube of cabinet. 
DATA REDUCTION 

i-The cold fraction is calculated by: 

CF=(T.-T,+4) (I) 
T. -Tt 

2-The cold air temperature reduction is 
defined as the difference in temperature 
between entry air and cold air, is calculated 
by: 

(2) 

3-The rate of heat generated through the 
elecbic resistance of the heater is equal to 
the heat transfer to the flowing air and is 
calculated by: 

Q=lVCos; (3) 

4- The mean velocity u of air slream from the 
vortex tube is ·gi ven by: 

u=V. I A, (4) 

5- The average wall temperature of Ihe tested 
body is defined as: 

• 
IT .. 

T =~ ...... " (5) 

6- The Reynolds number. Re is defined as: 

Re= C.H, (6) 
u 

7- The average heat transfer coefficienl for [he 
inside cabinet is given by: 

h- Q. 
A, (T.~, -T,) 

Where: 
Q. useful heal, Q ..... _ +Q" •. 
Qswr surrounding heat, h~A,(T", -T.) 

T" bulk air temperature, (Ti+To}/2. 

(7) 
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A, inside surface area of the body. 

8-'The average Nusselt number is given by: 
hD 

Nu= - (8) 
A" 

9- The Arch imedes number is given as: 

Gr 8PAT D' 
Ar=--2 = 1 

Re u, 
(9) 

and Grashof number is calculated from: 

(10) 

PHYSICAL PROBLEM 

The physical model, that describes the case 
of study. the geometry and boundary 
conditions are shown in Fig. (2), the flow is 
approx imated to be two-dimensional fl ow 
in the x-y plan. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

A cabinet s ide view is shomvn in Fig. (2), 
the tested body is a simulation of the 
driver body. It is made as circular cylinder. 
its length is 1.25 m and 40cm diameter. 
The heat flux of is the human body is 120 
W/ml. The supply air port is near Ihe roof 
level, and 3- longitudinal opening also 
representing also the exhaust port is located 
in difTerent places. 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

The two-dimensional steady-state, 
turbulent compressible flow in the cabinet 
is governed by continuity, momentum and 
energy equations together with appling the 
turbulence k-f: model. 

After setting the governing equations, a 
numerical method is used to convert it into 
a set of algebraic equatjons. Then, the 
computational fluid dynamics ,. Fluent 
6.3 .26 .. based on the SIMPLE technique, 

., 
• 

• • • 

• " 

I 
L..r&o.-.l i .• 

- 660-

rig. (2) Problem Description and 
boundary conditions 

Patanker [16J, is introd uced to s imulate the 
problem under consideration . 

THEORETICAL MODEl 
Cootinuityequat ion 

a(pu)+ a(pv)=o 
ax i1I' 

Momentum equations: 

Energy equation: 

ar ar( v,). 
U-H-= a+- V T+p~+Sr 

Ox Oy a r 

(11 ) 

( 12) 

(13) 

( 14) 
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Turbulence energy equation: 

, ill ,, ~:[u+~l(8" +"") 
Ctr ~ u~ at' ayl 

~8r 
(l.I+v,)G C,&-pg~~-& 

~, "' 
Turbulence dissipation rate equation: 

Where: 

The turbulent kinematic viscosity is : 

k' 
ur=C -, E 

where: 

(15) 

(\6) 

( 17) 

( 18) 

The turbulence dissipation rate is given by: 

k' 
6~C.- ( \9) e 

The k-€, model constants C,.. C .. Ca. 0 .. 01:. 

and at values are presented in table (I). 

Table (I): The standard values ofk-t: 
model constants. 

C,' C1 C, "I a. a. 

0.09 1.44 1.92 1 1.3 0.9 

Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditi ons along the domain 
for all dependent variables are shown in 
Fig.(4) and Table (2). 
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Tablc(2): Boundary cond1tlons 

Ventilation Effectivness Fador 

" • ... ... 

" • 

• • 

• • 

• , 

• , 

• , 

• , 

, • 

, • 

.. .. 

The ventilation efTcctivt!ness factor (VcF) is 
defined accord ing to [l7J as the outlet air 
temperature difference to the average cabinet 
temperature difference : 

V EF ~ ::-",T .... --,T-,-,-=
T""I1 .cah/,." -T, 

(20) 
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Results and Discussion Theortical results 

Tbe Vortex Tube Performance 11· Effect of Inlet and Outlet air ports 

The performance investigation of the 
vortex tube at different values of the inlet 
pressure is shown in Fig.(3). The 
temperature drop increases clearly with 
vortex tube inlet pressure . 
,~ ~~-=~~----------------, 

.. 

, 

---- ----/ /" . . ---------_. 
/" ~"",.-- _ -6- lI. - - -o -A- -4 !- . - - - . 
~, -' '/' ----------------

... L-~'__'__'__~'__~_'_.......J 
o 2 ~ e I!I " 'n '-t pN'S.ure, bar 

Fig. (3) Tempemturc drop of cold fraction 
versus inlet pressure to vortex tube for 
different values of cold fraction . 

Model validation 

Figure (4) indicates a comparison between 
the experimental daia with the 
corresponding theortical results. A fairly 
agreement is found between them with a 
maximum variation of 16%. 
• 

'" 
'" 

~ , 
••• 
••• 

0 .• 

• • • • c ....... 

Fig. (4) Comparison between the present 
experimental and theortical resu lts (Case 3) 

c .te(l) Cue (2) Cue(J) Cue (4) 

The 5eCond 2roup 

\ .. 
C.H (S) ClUe (6) Can (7) Cue (8) 

The third group 

Cue (9) C.n (I O) Case ( II ) C.w(U) 

Fig. (5) Inlet and outlet air ports location groups 

The ventilation effect iveness factor (VEF) is 
calculated for all cases at different ambient 
lemperatures and lisled in Table (3). 

Table()): VEF values of all 

Cu. VEF 
T_. ""30eC T-.&40· C _:!::: SO· C 

1 0.97 0.95 0.94 
2 1.11 1.17 1.23 
3 1.29 1.29 1.24 
4 0.92 0.92 0.94 
5 1.24 1.21 1.19 
5 1.22 1.22 1.23 

7 1.16 1.19 1.22 
8 0.89 0.89 0.89 
9 0.94 0.98 1 

10 0.75 0.18 0.8 
11 0.58 0.61 0.62 
12 1.05 1.04 1.03 
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From the above cases, the optimum case is 
the case which has the greatest ventilation 
effectiveness factor (VEF). The best 
position for the input and output locations 
was found in case (3) and shown in 
Fig. (6 a,b and c). 

, , • 
Cases no. 

Fig. (6a) Effect of the inlet port position at 
right 

',.~~ 
1.' 

~ 

~ 0.8 

0.' 

, • 7 • 
Cases no. 

Fig. (6b) Effect of the inlet port position 
at middle 

0.' 

o 

• 10 11 
Clllles no. 

Fig. (6c) Effect orthe inlet port position at left 

Fig. (7): Temperature and velocity contours of 
the best case at Tamb=50°C, tested body 

heat nux=120 W/m 1 

The temperature anJ velocity contours for the 
best case are shown in Figure(7). 
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2-Effect of inlet cold air velocity 

Figure (8) shows the variation of average 
temperature for both tested body and 
cabinet with in let cold ai r velocity at 50°C 
ambient temperature. The increasing of 
inlet cold air velocity .enhances the VEF. 
This is because the VEF is improved by 
decresing the cabinet temperature. 

'" ,-------- -----

-
-

, , , , , , , , , 

---_ .. -T_~. _ _ _ __ _ T_._ 

_L-L-~~~~~~_L_L~~~ , • "'0 1:' • ........ -......... 
Fig. (8) Effect orinlet cold air velocity 

3-Erfed of ialet cold air temperature 
Figure (9) shows the variation of average 
tested body temperature and average 
cabinet temperature wi th inlet cold air 
temperature and at 50°C ambient 
temperature. 

'" ,----- - ------..., 

-

- .. --... ~T ... _ 
_____ T ... _ 

Fig. (9) Effect of inlet cold air temperature. 

The decresing ,of the temperature of inlet 
cold air enhances the VEF. This is beasuse 
the VEF is im pro .... ed by decresing the 
cabinet lemperalUre. 

4-Errect of inlet air pressure 

Figure (10) indicates the variation of average 
tested body temperature and average cabinet 
temperature with in let air pressure to vortex 
lube at 50°C ambient temperature. 

,>0 

- "--"'-''''' T _ _ M. 

'" 

,to 
, 

_ _ _ __ "t .. ~ 

_____ T ... K 

Fig. ( 10) Effect of inlet air pressure. 

The increasing or the pressure of inlet ai r 10 the 
vortex tube enhances the VEF. This is beasuse 
the inlet air pressure to vortex lUbe has a great 
influence on the in let co ld air temperature to 
Ihe cab inet 

5-Effec. of cold fraction 

The co ld fraction is considered as a key 
pam-meier in the perfonnance of vortex lUbe. 

'" r :-------- -----, l'_of __ 
T _ 

_ ____ T ... _ _...;:;-"": 

_ ___ T___ --,_~-

... .,,-----
~ 

" .. Cold f'r.IcUon ,% 

Fig. (1 '1) Effect of co ld fraction 
" 
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Figw-e.(lJ) illustrates the variation of the 
inlet cold air temperature and average 
cabinet temperature at 500C ambient 
temperature.The decresing of the co ld 
fraction enhances the VEF.This is beasuse 
the co ld fract ion has also considerable 
innuence on the inlet cold air temperature 
to the cabinet. 

6-Effect of Arcbimedes number 

As shown in Fig.( 12), for some cases of 
now wi th changing the inlet and outlet 
ports with an inlet velocity of 12 mis, the 
corresponding value of Archimedes 
number is changed from 166,3210611,84 
at 30°C ambient temperature, and from 
80.45 10 462.36 at 40°C ambienl 
temperature as well as from 12.55 to 422.8 
at 50°C ambient temperature. This figure 
indicated that the presented data 
representing natural convection dominated 
flow (At> 12), 

, 
z 

"'r----------, ""'"*'" _",lfu ,., • .cr __ ".-,: 
_Al' ___ 

... 
\ 

_ "J __ ~ 

'" "-... '-
\ -.. 

"-.. - -
" . • ,~ '" "" .. .. ... 

A, 

Fig , ( 12) The dependence of Nusselt 
number on Ar for differen t values of 

ambient condi tion 

EJ:perimental results 

1- Effect oflolet air flow nlte 
The effect of inlet air now rate on average 
temperature of tested body is explained in 
Fig.13 (Case 3). Jt is clear that increasing 
the in let air quantity led to decrease the 
aventge temperature o f tested body. 

t 
f 
~ • 

,. 

" 
0 

30 
0 

" o 
o o ,. 

",'-~-'-~...J...~---'-~_L-.......J 
0.5 1 .5 2 2.11i J 

Qt mlfh) 

Fig.( 13) The effecl of inlet air now ralC on 
average temperature o r tested body ({ ' ;lS(' 3). 

2- Effect oriole. air pressure 
Figure(14) shows the dependence of inlet air 
pressure to the vor1C}( tube on the vemilation 
effectiven ess factor (V£F). It is clear that the 
venti lation effectiveness factor increases with 
increasing the inlet ai r pressure. 

",. , -------------, 

1 .32 

", 

~ 
1.'18 

US 

1.2. , 

Fig.(14) The effect of vortex lube in let pressure 
on vent ilation errect iveness factor (Case 3). 

ConciusioD 
The temperat ure and velocity distribut io ns in 
the cabinet with spot cooling at dirrerent 
geomelties are stud ied. 
It has been established that, over the range of 
the variables studied and for the particular 
geometries: 
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1. Spot cooling can maintain thcnnally tJT 
comfortable environment that has 8 low air 
velocity, a small temperature difference 
between the head and foot levels. , u 
2. The optimum case for best temperature U 
gradient and velocity distribution is V 
obtained when the outlet port at lhe leO V Q 

wall side on up and inlet port at the right of V 
~f v 

Temperalllre difference between air in 
the middle of the cabinet and the supply 
Air, K 
Velocity component in x-direction, mls 
Velocity at exit of vortex tube, m/s 
Applied vollage,V 
Air volume flow rate, ro 'ls 
Electrical·potential dirrerence, V 
Velocity component in x-direction, m/s 

J. The velocity of supply ai r must be 
increased (decrease the Archimedes 
number, Ar) or decreasing the inlet air 
temperature in order to enhance lhe spot 
cooling performance. 

NOMENCLATURE 
A~ Cross sectional area of vortex lube 

port, m2 

As Surface area ofheat lransfer, m'! 
CF Cold fraction, % 
Co Outlet air velocilY, m/s 
C" C1 Empirical constants, -
Cl), Cit Empirical constants, -
Cp Constant pressure specific heat, 

Jlkg.K 
Cos VI Power factor, -
D Tested body diameter, m 
g Gravitational acceleration, mfs2 
h A vera,e heat lransfer coefficient, 

W/m .K 
Ho Exit port height, m 
I Electric current., A 
k Turbulence kinetic energy, J/kg 
L Tested body lenglh, m 
n Number'of thermocouples, 
p P~ure,kPa 

Q. useful heaL W 
Qlllrr surrounding heat. W 
Q Rate of heat generation, W 
ST Temperature source term, W/m1 

T Temperature 
T, Inlet Temperature, K 
T~ Cold Air Outlet Temperature. K 
TIr Hot Air Outlet Temperature, K 
T av, O1blnel Average cabinetlemperature, K 
Ttl Outlet air temperature, K 
T"'I Local waillemperature. K 

V Air volume now rate. ml/s 
VEF Ventilation effectiveness factor, -
x, y Coordinates 

Dimensionless Groups 
Ar Archimedes number 
Gr Grashof number 
Nu Nusseh number 
Re Reynolds number 

Greeks: 

a Thermal dirrusivity. m21s 
P Thennal expans ion coefficient, K" 
p Air density, kg/m.l 
E Turbulem energy dissipation rate. 

Wlkg 
u Kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
Ac,. Thermal conductivity, W/m,K 
a diffusion coefficient., m2/s 
Il Dynamic viscosi ty. kg/m.s 

Subscripts: 
a air 
amb ambient 
avg average 
b bulk 
c cold 
cab cabinet 
h hot 

inlet 
0 exit 
t turbulent 
T thennal 
w wall 
c dissipation 
Subscripts: 

a\!erage 
fluctuating 
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